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Identity management magic quadrant 2018

Get an in-depth look at all aspects of identity governance and administration: identity and access lifecycle rights, and workflow management reports and analytics Get the Gartner Magic Quadrant Report Welcome *Gartner Magic Quadrant for Identity Governance and Administration, Felix Gaehtgens, Brian Iverson, Kevin Kampman, February 21, 2018. This chart was published by
Gartner, Inc. The Gartner document is available on request from Oracle. Gartner does not approve of any vendor, product, or service represented in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only vendors with the highest ratings or other designations. Gartner's research publications consist of the opinions of gartner's research organization and
should not be interpreted as statements of fact. Gartner declines all warranties, expressed or implied, in connection with this research, including any warranties of marketability or suitability for a particular purpose. For the second year in a row, Gartner named IBM a leader in its magic quadrant for Access Management, Worldwide report. We believe this placement provides
excellent validation of our leadership in identity and access management as a service (IDaaS) at a time when customers are embracing the cloud as a new consumption model for enterprise security. In addition, our position on the visual axis indicated a strong understanding of the IDaaS market. IBM was evaluated along with 16 other vendors and positioned as a leader in
complete vision and execution capacity. Gartner updated the 2018 report - which it first published in 2017 - in response to maturation conditions in the access management space. Gartner updates include: diversity in user authentication methods; Growing popularity of providers offering access management as a service; and The evolution of large established suppliers to start
offering IDaaS delivery models as options. In the report, Gartner says that by 2022, IDaaS will be the delivery model chosen for more than 80% of new access management purchases globally, compared to 50% today. Supporting the cloud journey We believe Gartner's assessment validates our vision for holistic identity and silent access (IAM) management through integrations
with critical security features such as fraud detection, user behavior analysis, and enterprise mobility management. In 2017, we launched Cloud Identity, our new cloud-born IDaaS offering, specifically designed to support our customers as they migrate criticism in the cloud (often more cloud). As organizations continue to accelerate the transition to the cloud, we believe IBM is
uniquely positioned to help our customers find the right balance cloud-provided access management capabilities and support them every step of the way. Determining Gartner's assessment When evaluating access management providers on their execution capacity, Gartner analyzed, among other criteria, overall feasibility, execution and sales prices, and customer experience.
When evaluating suppliers on their completeness of vision, the company analyzed market understanding, sales strategy, innovation, and geographic strategy, among other criteria. According to Gartner, leaders in the access management market generally have significant customer bases. They provide feature sets that are appropriate for the current needs of the customer's use
case. Leaders also show evidence of a strong vision and execution for technology, methodology, or means of delivery requirements; They show evidence of how access management plays a role in a collection of related or adjacent product offerings. Leaders typically demonstrate solid customer satisfaction with overall access management capabilities, the sales process, and/or
related service and support. Gartner does in-depth research to determine which vendors will be placed in the leading, challenging, visionary, and niche players quadrants in its reports. This chart was published by Gartner, Inc. The Gartner document is available on request from IBM. Gartner does not approve of any vendor, product, or service represented in its research
publications, and does not advise technology users to select only vendors with the highest ratings or other designations. Gartner's research publications consist of the opinions of gartner's research organization and should not be interpreted as statements of fact. Gartner declines all warranties, expressed or implied, in connection with this research, including any warranties of
marketability or suitability for a particular purpose. Every year, cybersecurity technology professionals from every subcategory in our vast field look forward to the arrival of their respective Gartner Magic Quadrant report. Thanks to their proprietary research methodology, Gartner's annual market analysis generates a level of buzz in the tech world paired only with Apple's key talk.
Whether it's Endpoint Security, SIEM, or Identity Governance and Administration, magic quadrant is heralded as Gartner's first report for every cybersecurity market. IT administrators, solution architects, and cybersecurity professionals use Gartner's results and recommendations as a critical starting point for their initiatives and purchase on an annual basis. Now, a new Magic
Quadrant is fast approaching. The 2018 gartner magic quadrant for access management worldwide is scheduled for release (second (according to Gartner) on June 4, less than a week away. With the release of such a relevant report at your fingertips, we at Solutions Review wanted to share our predictions for what the report will show once it becomes available. For clarity,
Gartner defines access management as technologies that use access control engines to provide centralized authentication, single sign-on (SSO), session management, and application of permissions for target applications in multiple use cases. Here are our predictions: Will IDaaS be important for access management around the world? The Gartner Magic Quadrant 2018 for
access management worldwide is only the second MQ report of its kind; Gartner only began monitoring access management worldwide in 2017. Gartner Magic Quadrant has previously monitored Identity and Access Management as a Service (IDaaS) that Gartner has announced it will no longer do. In our Analysis of Access Management MQ 2017, we noted that IDaaS
depreciation seemed unusual as Gartner said IDaaS will serve as the majority access management delivery model for new purchases by 2021. In addition, Gartner criticized three of their leaders for having inadequate IDaaS offers. However, perhaps the ubiquity of IDaaS explains why Gartner chose to expand the scope to all access management as a field. According to the
summary on their MQ 2017 download page, providers that offer an IDaaS option outperform those that are not. Given its prevalence, Gartner may see IDaaS as a standard feature of AM solutions and therefore may want to emphasize other features as determinants for positioning in their Magic Quadrant. Therefore, while we believe that IDaaS options will be part of the
assessment in the Gartner Magic Quadrant 2018 for access management worldwide for where suppliers are located, we do not believe that it will serve as an important deciding factor as much as it will be a basic expectation in AM services. Instead... The cloud has precedence in access management around the world Here at Solutions Review, we've written a lot about the cloud,
particularly enterprise cloud adoption and digital transformation. In addition, we explored the challenges of managing identities and cloud access and the opportunities for the businesses it contains. In the previous Access Management Worldwide MQ, we noted that Gartner itself mentioned the need for Contextual Access Management to manage the needs of the modern IT
environment. Contextual Access Management uses time, location, endpoint information, such as browser and software features, and IP to make the most accurate access decisions possible. Most likely, Gartner will evaluate providers for contextual access management by how they apply to cloud-based enterprise IT environments. As businesses embrace the cloud in greater
numbers, problems the modern IT environment will only become more exaggerated due to the extension of digital networks and the increase in endpoints. We anticipate that how solution providers respond with their access management will be critical: more specifically, how they manage the decentralized IT environment and the endpoints it contains consistently and securely.  
New names... And new leaders too? The identity and access management market is large. This may be a disappointing statement, but it remains true: it's a growing market as companies increasingly recognize the importance of identity in their cybersecurity schemes. In mid-2018, we saw huge funding offers and rounds surrounding identity and access management solutions that
made headlines about cybersecurity over and over again. New names have appeared on the scene, already carving out their particular niches.  So, we expect the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Access Management Worldwide 2018 to have new names in addition to the original class of 15 that appeared in 2017 as more vendors meet the minimum market requirements for Gartner
consideration. In addition, 2018 saw many announcements of innovations (including IDaaS implementation options), which could imply future changes in the positioning of Leader and Visionary suppliers.  Will these predictions for the Gartner Magic Quadrant 2018 for access management worldwide come true? Only time will tell. We'il be sure to break it down once it's out on June
4th.  Tagged tagged
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